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Physics (Cbre Course)

PH 58 11/AP 58 13-PHYSICAI, OPTICS AND MODERI\T OPNCS

(Common for APPlied PhYsics)

Time : Tbree llours Maximum : 30 Weightage

Soction A

Ansuer all questions

1. The supe4osition oftwo or more waves in a meilium is known as :

(a) Reflection. (b) Refractioo,

(c) Interference. (d) Polarisation.

2. The waves that csnnot be polarised ;

(a) Lightvaves. (b) Sotmd waves.

(c) Electromagnetic waves. (d) None.

3. Malus law is :

(a) I = Io cos2 0. (b) I = I8 cos2 O.

(c) I = Io sin2 o. (d) I = I3 sin2 o.

4. Optical fibre works on the principle of I

'J (a) Refraction. *1 G) Total internal reflection'

(c) Interference. (d) Diltaction.

5. In interference there is redistribution of:

(a) Amplitude. (b) Frequency'

(c) Phase (d) EnergY'

6.ffthelightiscompletelypolarisedbyreflectionataplanerefractingsurface,thentheangle
between reflected and refracted light is :

\c) ;.

,lr I'-' 2'

(d) zero.
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7. Polarisation of light proves :

(a) Quantum nature of light. (b) Corpuscular nature of light'

(c) Transverse nature of light. (d) Longitudinal nature of light'

8. Colours in a thin film results from :

(a) Dispersioo oflight. (b) Interference of light'

(c) Absorption oflight. (d) Scattering oflight'

9. Two cohereut sources ofintensities I and 4I aIe superposed. The oaximum and i4inilDumpossible

intensities in the resull'ant beam is

(a) 6I and I G) 9I and I'

(c) 5I and 3I. (d) 9I and 8I'

10. The focal length ofthe zone plate is :

.3"r-Gt f .+. {b) / 
,zr--'nL

-2-r^\c\ [-:!!. (d) I -7f' nl"

11. The path difference betweel ordinary and extraordinary ray in a quarter wave plate is :

(a) l.
1.tl) ;

(d) Zero.

12. The inner portion ofoptical fibre is called :

(a) core. + (b) cladding.

(c) Jacket. (d) None.
(12xlt=A weightage)

Section B

Ansuer ull questil)t's

13 . w}lat is meant bY system matrix ?

14. A very thin film aloes not show colour, why ?

15. Distinguish between interference bands and diffraction badds'

t(c) ;.
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16, Compare zone plate with a convex lens.

17. What is opticat activity ?

18. What is double refi'action ?

19. What i6 a hologram ? How does it differ from a photogaph ?

20. Mention a few applications ofoptical fibre.

21. What are coherent sources ? Give r,a,o examples.

Section D

Answet an! t:sro questions.

29. Give the theory of zone plate. Derive an expression for its focal length.
30. With necessary theory, explain the formation of colours i! thin film.
31. What is numerical aperture ? Derive an expression for it,

(9 x 1= 9 wg;ttrtr.t 1

Section C

Answer anXt five questions.

22. Io an Young,s double slit experiment, the two slits have a width ratio of 1 : 4. Find the ratio of
lllaximum intensity to minimum intensity in the interference pattern.

23, A parallel beam oflight (1"=b890A) is incident on a thin glass plate (z=1.5) such that the angle
ofrefiaction is 60 calculate the smanest thiclness ofthe plate which win appear darkbv reflection.

24. In Newton's ring experiment the diameter ofthe 4rh dark ring is O.g4 cm. using a light ofwavelength
589.3 nm. Calculate the aadius of the curvature of the convex leos.

25. calculate the 6ize ofthe circular aperture oo a screen which would transldt 4 Fresoel,s zones to apoint 10 m away, ifthe waveledgth oflight used is S89 om ?

26. What is the longest waveletgth of light for which a spectrum can be obtained using a grating of
6000 lines per cm, under normal incideoce ?

27. Calculate the minimum thickness of a quarter wave plate of calcite for a wavetedgth b89g A..
Giyen I0 = 1.652, p, = t q8.

28. What is tlle concentratio{ of sugar solution of lengtr 15 cm. if the optical rotation produced is r
and specific rotation is 6b..
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(6x2=10'peit1rtrut";

(2x4=Sweightage)


